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Abstract

Background: Now-a-days, because of the tendency of consumers to Probiotics products, production and consumption of these products have been growing trend. Sohan due to the presence of useful ingredients such as wheat germ, honey, saffron, etc. is full of nutrients; but high levels of cholesterol and sugar in Sohan cause limited consumption especially in the case of people with diabetes and high cholesterol levels.

Objectives: The aim of this study is an investigation of probiotics beneficial effects on the Sohan (traditional Persian saffron brittle toffee). So, in this study, our target is preparing of a Sohan with low in fat and sugar.

Material and methods: Two microorganisms including *Lactobacillus acidophilus* and *Bacillus coagulans*, were used in this study. Bile tolerance test, motility test, heat resistance and antibiotic tests were performed to confirm the probiotic microorganisms. After that, these microorganisms were added to the Sohan. Then, these microorganisms were added to the Sohan. After three repetitions of tests at different times, before and after the addition of probiotics, parameters such as glucose, cholesterol, triglycerides, and the number of microorganisms were measured by different methods.

Results: The results showed that the number of microorganisms in time periods of test from the time of inoculation to one month has been downward. PH value in all the samples remained almost constant. The amount of glucose, triglyceride and cholesterol were declined significantly in the Sohan containing the *Lactobacillus acidophilus*. However, in samples containing *Bacillus coagulans*, decrease of the triglyceride level and increase of the cholesterol and glucose levels was observed.

Conclusion: According to the results, Sohan containing probiotics can be an appropriate alternative for consumption by people with the special diet.
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Introduction

Sohan is one of the Iranian traditional foods and due to the beneficial ingredients, such as wheat germ, honey, and saffron, (etc.) is full of nutrients. However, high levels of cholesterol and sugar in Sohan have limited its consumption especially in the case of people with diabetes and high level of cholesterol. Chemical ingredients of Sohan are sugar, honey and Badka as a full of nutrients carbon hydrates that sugar and Badka contain cellulose and glucose respectively. Also, honey contains about 80% carbohydrates and its remnants are protein, minerals, aromatic elements, enzymes, vitamins, pollen and a little water. Butter is source of cholesterol as an animal lipid. White flour is a highly nutritious ingredient and contains vitamins B1, B2, E, fat and starch ingredients, gluten, sucrose, lecithin, variety of pentose, nucleic acids, phytin and amylase, phytase, protease, lipase, maltase, tyrosinase, peroxidase and oxalic acid enzymes. Wheat germ flour also has above ingredients but in the beginning of germination process the starch in the bud was broken and converted to digestible simple sugars. Proteins are converted to amino acid and oils and lipids also are converted to lipid acid by lipase enzyme in the bud. Rosewater, cardamom and saffron were used as natural colors and flavors.

Probiotics are defined as live microorganisms that are caused to health in the host body by sufficient quantities [1-3]. In the past Probiotics were used as nutritional supplements in the animal feed; however, today is also used for human host. Probiotics help to the treatment of kidney stones, preventing from constipation in the elderly, absorption and production of vitamin, digestion of lactose in the colon and reducing blood cholesterol and carcinogens and preventing from allergy etc. [4,5].

Probiotics have balanced the microflora of gastrointestinal system and preserve epithelial cells function, immune activity of mucus layer [6] and increase IgA directly [7]. Much of the probiotics belong to the lactic bacteria species (*Lactobacilli*) and hence they also are said lantibiotics [8]. Traditionally, cold dairy products are the preferred method for the production and cultivation of probiotics [9]. But recently researches have shown that productive bacteria of lactic acid particularly *Bacillus* remained stable in the baked foods and maintain the probiotics benefits in the baking temperature. These bacteria can survive in the high temperature because of production of spores. *Bacillus coagulans* is one of the *Bacillus* that can be used in the baking process due to the intrinsic properties [10].

The aim of this study is producing a Sohan with less level of sugar and lipid. According to the importance of the use of probiotics in the food industry, another purpose of the present paper is chemical analysis of probiotics in order to measure glucose, pH, cholesterol and triglycerides and investigation of the growth and survival of probiotics in the nutritional ingredient. Providing healthy and beneficial food can be considered one of functional objectives of this study if a positive
Materials and Methods

Bacterial cultivation

Cultivation of Lactobacillus acidophilus was done in MRS culture medium at 37°C for 24 hours and the cultivation of Bacillus coagulans was done in the nutrient culture medium at 37°C for 24–48 hours.

Fermentation of sugars test

Sugar compounds were used to create MRS culture medium but instead of glucose and beef extract, 2% arabinose, galactose, fructose, mannitol, sucrose, sorbitol, trehalose, raffinose, xylose, rhamnose. The maltose sugars added separately to Lactobacillus and the galactose, fructose, lactose, trehalose, sucrose, Sibiose and maltose sugars were added to the yeast and microorganisms are cultivated in them. The results after 24, 48 and 72 hours was recorded [17-25].

Salt tolerance test

Tests were done in a dilution of 0.5, 2.5, 5, 10 and 20% NaCl with first number of McFarland and tubes were placed in the incubated for 24 hours at 37°C. Turbidity of pipe created by bacteria growth in the culture medium reported as +2, +1 and - (minus) and power-plate was done in the MRS Agar and Mueller Hinton Agar culture medium [11-16].

Glucose, cholesterol and triglycerides test:

This test was done in this way that fresh cultivation of the sample prepared and after 24 hours incubation equivalent to half McFarland of each sample was fused in the physiology serum and then the number of bacteria was recorded by the spectrophotometer device. The samples were put for 20 minutes at temperatures of 80, 60 and 40 bain marie and the bacteria were counted after 20 minutes at different temperatures by device. However, after putting samples at different temperatures of bain marie for 20 minutes, pure-plate was prepared of each of the pipes as serial and was putted for 24 hours at 37°C incubator and the stability and resistance of the samples was determined [25].

Bile tolerance test

At first 0.5 McFarland was suspension in each ml of isotonic buffer containing 0.2 pepsin with PH 2 and also 7 (as a control) and was putted at incubator to determine the resistance to acid and pepsin. Then, their stability using pure-plate method and light absorption of samples were measured at wavelength of 560 nm at the time of 0, 1, 2 and 3 hours.

Evaluation of motion test

SIM semi-solid culture medium was used for motion test. After preparing the SIM culture medium according to the instruction of its manufacturer factory, microorganisms were cultured in the SIM tube and the results were evaluated after 24 hours incubation at 37°C.

Resistance to antibiotics

At first Muller Hinton agar culture medium was created to evaluate antibiotic resistance of samples. Then half McFarland solution was prepared from Lactobacillus and Bacillus coagulans samples and culture was prepared by swab on Mueller Hinton agar culture medium. Then antibiotic discs were putted on the culture medium. The halo of lack of growth created around antibiotic discs was measured after 24 hours incubation at 37°C [21].

Proving the microorganism's resistance in cooked Sohan

At first Sohan was prepared and equivalent to half McFarland bacteria added to them and CFU was measured at time of zero. Then Sohan was putted at room temperature and 10% solution of the samples was prepared at different times (24, 48, 72, 168, and…) and pure-plate was provided and incubated for 24 hours at 37 degrees and the CFU was calculated and recorded [25].

Bacterial cultivation

Cultivation of Lactobacillus acidophilus was done in MRS culture medium at 37°C for 24 hours and the cultivation of Bacillus coagulans was done in the nutrient culture medium at 37°C for 24–48 hours.

Microbial and biochemical tests

Morphological investigation, Gram stain and biochemical tests such as catalase, motion, the ability to ferment of glucose, fructose and galactose sugars were carried out to prove the integrity and purity of the colonies.

Affirmation of probiotic bacteria

In order to prove the investigation of probiotic, most work has been done in laboratory conditions was creation of internal conditions of gastrointestinal system, using various PH and different concentrations of bile salts at varying times to determine the survival of the under-test species [11,12].

Heat resistance test

This test was done in the way that fresh cultivation of the sample prepared and after 24 hours incubation equivalent to half McFarland of each sample was fused in the physiology serum and then the number of bacteria was recorded by the spectrophotometer device. The samples were put for 20 minutes at temperatures of 80, 60 and 40 bain marie and the bacteria were counted after 20 minutes at different temperatures by device. However, after putting samples at different temperatures of bain marie for 20 minutes, pure-plate was prepared of each of the pipes as serial and was putted for 24 hours at 37°C incubator and the stability and resistance of the samples was determined [25].

Bile tolerance test

At first 0.5 McFarland was suspension in each ml of isotonic buffer containing 0.2 pepsin with PH 2 and also 7 (as a control) and was putted at incubator to determine the resistance to acid and pepsin. Then, their stability using pure-plate method and light absorption of samples were measured at wavelength of 560 nm at the time of 0, 1, 2 and 3 hours.

Evaluation of motion test

SIM semi-solid culture medium was used for motion test. After preparing the SIM culture medium according to the instruction of its manufacturer factory, microorganisms were cultured in the SIM tube and the results were evaluated after 24 hours incubation at 37°C.

Resistance to antibiotics

At first Muller Hinton agar culture medium was created to evaluate antibiotic resistance of samples. Then half McFarland solution was prepared from Lactobacillus and Bacillus coagulans samples and culture was prepared by swab on Mueller Hinton agar culture medium. Then antibiotic discs were putted on the culture medium. The halo of lack of growth created around antibiotic discs was measured after 24 hours incubation at 37°C [21].

Proving the microorganism's resistance in cooked Sohan

At first Sohan was prepared and equivalent to half McFarland bacteria added to them and CFU was measured at time of zero. Then Sohan was putted at room temperature and 10% solution of the samples was prepared at different times (24, 48, 72, 168, and…) and pure-plate was provided and incubated for 24 hours at 37 degrees and the CFU was calculated and recorded [25].

Glucose, cholesterol and triglycerides test

Special kits were used to measure any parameters of glucose, cholesterol and triglycerides in the prepared Sohan and then after adding microorganisms measured at the times of zero, 24, 48, 72, a week, a month and were compared with the initial value [17,18].

Results

Biochemical tests

Bacillus coagulans: Results of tests showed that Bacillus coagulans is Gram-positive, spore-bearing, animated and positive Kalataz and positive oxidase. Sugar fermentation test also showed that this bacterial can ferment 5 tested sugars and since these findings were consistent with the specifications of Bacillus coagulans, it is proved that the intended bacterium is same Bacillus coagulans.

Lactobacillus: This is microorganism of gram-positive, spore-free, sedentary bacilli and negative catalase and oxidase. According to the results of the sugars fermentation and heat resistance tests, it was proved that is the same intended Lactobacillus (Table 1).

Sensitivity to antibiotics test: Results of antibiotic sensitivity investigation suggested that Lactobacillus acidophilus compared to cephalotin, nalidiky acid, gentamicin, imipenem, lincomycin had been resistant but compared to tetracycline, amoxicillin, clindamycin, nitroforsanish trimethoprprim and sulfamethoxazole was sensitive (Table 2). Also, Bacillus coagulans compared to amoxicillin and ancomycin had been resistant but compared to tetracycline, gentamicin, ampicillin, chloramphenicol, sefamandel, penicillin, neomycin, cephalixin, trimethoprprim and sulmaksazoal had been sensitive (Table 3).

Fermentation of sugars test: Lactobacillus acidophilus could ferment mannitol, galactose, trehalose and raffinose sugars and it was changed ambient color from red to yellow; but it couldn't ferment sorbitol, glucose, lactose, fructose, sucrose, xylose, rhamnose and arabinose and ambient color hadn't been changed. Bacillus coagulans bacteria could ferment glucose, mannose, lactose, galactose, fructose and arabinose and it changed the ambient color from yellow to red.

Glucose, cholesterol and triglyceride test: After doing the cholesterol test using cholesterol measurement kit and turbidity measurement test by spectrophotometer, it was shown that cholesterol
level in both samples of Sohan have been declined dramatically because of the growth of microorganisms. After doing the triglyceride test using triglyceride measurement kit and turbidity measurement test by spectrophotometer, it was shown that triglyceride level has been dramatically changed in both samples of Sohan.

At first glucose levels were measured in three samples of Sohan using the Fehling reagent that did not show an accurate result. Then, using a glucose measurement device has been shown that Lactobacilli reduce glucose level of Sohan and Bacillus coagulans increased glucose levels of Sohan. In other words, Lactobacilli have used glucose of Sohan and reduced while Bacillus coagulans converted sucrose into glucose and glucose level has increased (Figures 1 and 2).

Maintenance of microorganisms in Sohan: To investigate survival of microorganisms after adding microorganisms to Sohan in times of 24 hours, 48 hours, 72 hours, one week and four weeks, at first 1 g of each sample of Sohan was fluxed in 10 ml of water and was prepared a dilution series. Then each tube was transferred to the BHI agar culture medium. After 24 hours, the number of colonies was counted and multiplied by the intended dilution. The results showed that Lactobacillus acidophilus had been a descending growth process and disappeared completely in less than a month; but Bacillus coagulans had been less descending growth process and had remained more than a month in the Sohan that was satisfactory.

Sensory evaluation: Results of taste test show that probiotics Sohan in cases of odor, flavor and texture isn’t distinctly different from typical one and even in opinion of majority of persons probiotic Sohan made by Bacillus coagulans was more palatable than the typical one; that this is a good result for this research (Table 4).

Discussion
Sohan and confectionery products are popular in Iran. Adding probiotics can strengthen positive and beneficial aspects of these foods. Due to the beneficial effects of probiotics, in addition to their beneficial changes in the Sohan, conversion of sugar into glucose and fructose which is the preparation of invert sugar and change in cholesterol and triglycerides level and survival of probiotics in the Sohan that most people desire to consume this type of nutritional ingredient. Probiotics are useful for the health and preventing from detrimental effects of additives. Tested microorganisms in this study are consistent with measures expressed about probiotics in the Hand book of probiotic. These bacteria with low pH can resist in the first step that enter to stomach and survive and are resistant to bile and pepsin as well. In this study, it is tried to provide conditions of gastrointestinal system such as different values of pH, creating varying concentrations of bile salts at varying times to determine the survival time of under test species.
This study is consistent with the features listed in World journal of dairy food science that mentioned best selection criteria for probiotics.

According to the conducted researches by Oryan and Yaghmaei [24], it was observed that in yoghurts prepared with different ratios of Lactobacillus acidophilus, the number of bacteria reached 10⁷ after incubation times and almost the same number was maintained during incubation time that this shows the stability of probiotics in yoghurt. The results obtained from this study indicate the instability of Lactobacillus acidophilus in Sohan and therefore the use of this bacterium is not desirable to prepare a probiotic [25]. Bacillus coagulans was also counted that showed Bacillus coagulans is more resistant and they reduce less after one month.

Optimum PH for bacteria in the probiotic yogurt is 4.2-4.6 which PH difference of probiotics yogurts in intended times has compared to each other in the calculation of PH changes. However, there wasn’t a significant difference in PH changes during different days that indicated that PH is stable during incubation of product. This matter (stability of PH) like the stability of used bacteria is one of the important issues in preparing a probiotic product because decrease of PH during incubation of product to low values (PH-3) is associated with increase of acid produced by bacteria that affected the taste of products and create unfavorable conditions for the product [25]. In this study, after fusion of microorganisms to Sohan, PH of Sohan was measured at different intervals that there was no significant change. Results of this study are consistent with the findings of Oryan and Yaghmaei [24]. Clinical studies show that Lactobacillus cells in in vitro conditions can decrease added cholesterol to the culture medium and in in vivo conditions also can reduce serum cholesterol. Jenkins [15] showed that increase of lipid in culture medium reduces the synthesis of lipid acids by lactic acid bacteria [20]. The findings indicate that probiotics are capable of absorbing cholesterol into their cell membranes in the presence of bile [23].

In this study, after adding Lactobacillus acidophilus to Sohan, cholesterol and triglycerides level were measured by cholesterol and triglyceride measurement kit that indicate a decrease of both variable and obtained results are consistent with above studies. But adding Bacillus coagulans to Sohan increased cholesterol level and triglyceride levels had decreased less. Using sugar in the preparation of Sohan increases level of cholesterol because sugar converts to glucose by bacteria and glucose plays an important role in the synthesis of cholesterol so it is recommended to use less sugar and glucose in the preparation of Sohan because it controls cholesterol and is also more affordable economically.

Khatri et al. [13] conducted a study on preparing probiotic bread and results showed that Bacillus coagulans breaks down starch in the bread and increases the sugar after baking bread. In this study, the amount of sugar in control Sohan and probiotic Sohan and were measured using a glucose measurement device and compared. Bacillus coagulans increases sugar which shows the breakdown of sucrose and its conversion into glucose. This change was perceptible in the taste test.

In this study, our selected nutritional ingredient (Sohan) is covered by protective. It is recommended that organisms added to Sohan after baking Sohan and before cooling completely and stirred and finally shaped Sohan as desirable. Sohan must be covered with protective to provide better stability conditions for probiotics. Studies have also shown that probiotics have little stability during preparation for sale. Stability of probiotics can be increases by selecting specific types that is resistant to acid and bile, using impermeable containers to oxygen, cover, microencapsulation of bacteria with various polymers and adaptation to stress [19].

**Conclusion**

Finally, it can be concluded that probiotics Sohan due to its advantages such a useful microorganism, lower level of glucose, triglycerides and cholesterol than control Sohan is better options for diabetics, people with high cholesterol and even healthy people.
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